A. Meeting Information

Date: 22 January 2019
Opening Time: 03:00pm
Called By: SAG Group

Location: telephone call
Closing Time: 2:45:00 pm
Chaired by: Bruno Minjauw

B. Attendees

- Bruno Minjauw, gFSC
- Cyril Lekief, ACF
- Angela Hinrichs, FAO
- Carine Malardeau, IFRC
- Elisa Persico, WFP
- Emilie Poisso, Impact

C. Agenda

1. Next gFSC Partners’ Meeting;
2. Riccardo’s mission in Chad on FAM;
3. Any Other Business.

D. Points discussed and decisions taken

1. Next gFSC Partners’ Meeting

The next Global Network Against Food Crisis event will be held in Brussels on 2 and 3 April 2019. Because the agenda has not been shared yet and most likely the gFSC's partners will not be invited to this event, there is no need to combine it with the gFSC’s Partners Meeting. The draft agenda of the Global Network Against Food Crisis should be circulated by FAO this coming Friday and will be shared with the SAG.

**DECISIONS:**

i. The next gFSC Partners’ meeting will be held in WFP Rome on 23 and 24 May 2019. As soon as the availability of the meeting room in WFP is confirmed, a RSVP will be sent out to the Partners.

ii. The next SAG face-to-face meeting/retreat will be held in Rome (location to be confirmed) on 21 and 22 May. A small room will be booked for this event.

iii. Considering the above decisions, the next urgent action is to review the MoM of the last SAG meeting held in Paris and revise the dates of the SAG pre-work on the strategy.

2. Riccardo’s mission in Chad on FAM;
1. **FAM**: Riccardo in Chad as 1st country where FAM will be developed. He met with WFP/FAO/Unicef to design jointly WB-FAM action plan. Such plan will aim integrating humanitarian development actions to promote stability and sustainable food security. These plans will be jointly agreed among agencies and field level authorities as well as all food security, nutrition and wash implementing players. Cluster systems and particularly the FSC were recognized as essential coordination mechanisms to be strengthened for properly supporting coordination along the entire programme cycle.

3. **Any Other Business**

   - On 5 and 6 February, Bruno will attend the Global Network Report Workshop which will be held in Rome, then he will travel to Geneva (7 and 8 January) for the 2019 HNPW.

   - The next SAG conference call is confirmed on 4 February 2019 from 3pm to 4pm. Philippa Young from Oxfam will present the results of her mission to South Sudan (to be included in the agenda).